
BINKY & ZOINK GO HOME
AS TOLD TO ALAN NOLAN
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Hello every-blobby!

I’m Zoink and together with my twin sister 

Binky, we have travelled from outer space 

to check out the planet Earth.

From time to time we send reports home  

to our planet of Alpha-Ba-Na-Na.
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Binky was sending a report when a cross 

face popped up on the screen.

It was General Tra-Lah-Lah, our MUM!

“You must come home now!” Mum said,  

“Your dinner is ready!”
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Binky didn’t want to go home.

Mum always made mushed bananas 

for dinner and Binky had become  

very fond of Earth ice cream.

She stamped one of her seven feet  

and made a cross face of her own.

Binky is SO like Mum!
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We tried to pack up our spaceship,  

the Millennium Dodo, with all the  

great stuff we got here on Earth:  

books and DVDs, jumpers and  

lots and lots and lots of socks 

for our many feet.
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We also packed in a huge freezer, 

stacked from bottom to top with  

yummy, scrummy ice cream.

Yum!
Binky and I will both miss  

ice cream when we go home  

to Alpha-Ba-Na-Na.
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We waved goodbye to our new Earth 

friends.

Binky sat in the pilot’s seat and tried  

to start the Millennium Dodo’s engine,  

but it wouldn’t start.

“Uh-oh,” she said, “I think we are  

out of power!”
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The nice librarian in the library  

let us plug in the Millennium Dodo  

to recharge the engine.

It will take the rest of the summer  

to recharge enough to get us back  

to Alpha-Ba-Na-Na...
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...but Binky and I don’t mind!

We are happy to be staying on Earth  

for a few weeks, to play with our  

new friends, and to go to the library  

and read lots and lots of books!
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